
GMO testing
Nowadays consumers take strict attitude towards GMOs. Labelling a product as “non-GMO”               

                             for customers and producers. By law, foods containing GM ingredients                

so on the label. Even so, there is still the possibility that foods may contain GM ingredients, as 

anything                 is deemed to be exempt from these labelling laws. 

In an ever more complex environment with a continuously growing number of commercially planted 

GMOs,                         is essential to meet                                                                      . The 

intelligent portfolio of PCR and real time PCR kits allows a 

Screening Identification Quantification

Based upon official EURL 

methods using species-specific 

references, our multiplex GMO 

target quantification platform 

helps further time- and 

cost-saving.

Accurate and reliable 

identification of single GMO 

events, and/or exclusion of 

non-approved GMOs in your 

sample.

Our comprehensive portfolio 

provides the most economic and 

advanced screening combination 

for optimal coverage of relevant 

GMOs.  No further testing is 

needed if no GMO target is 

detected.

Test your products now!

corn, wheat, soy, rapeseed, alfalfa, flax, rice, canola, sunflower, 

petunia, cotton, salmon, sugarbeet, potato and more.

raw materials, grains and seeds, 

processed food and animal feed products
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For further information and quotation, 

please contact our team.

Eurofins is known as a reliable and                                 in GMO testing worldwide. 

Our performing GMO testing laboratories are                        

Commonly genetically modified crops including but not limited to:

Our commitment

Cost-effectiveness Accuracy Sensitivity
Direct cost-savings passed onto our 

clients as kits are Eurofins owned and 

manufactured.

Built in process quality controls in 

every reaction.

Remarkable limit of detection of 0.01% 

per sample for MPI-accredited GMO 

analysis.

increases its value must state

up to 0.9%

reliable testing customers’ demands and legal requirements  

time- and cost-efficient approach.

experienced partner

MPI-approved.


